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Alembic

Biding the crest of a seven game
winning streak the Providence College baseball team will tangle with
the Brown Bear tomorrow afternoon
at Aldrich Field. The Friars who
whipped the Bruins last Saturday in
the first game of a home and home
series will be the favorites to take the
verdict Walter Morris, who set the
Bears down with seven hits and two
runs in the first contest, will be on
the mound for Providence.

Debating Union
To Hold Dinner
Left to right in the Grand March of the Prom are Miss Marjorie
Murphy and Davitt Carroll. Miss Dorothy McElroy and Bernard White,
Class President, and Paul Sweeney.

Fr. Fitzgerald; F r . Chandler to Speak; New Officers to Be Inducted

Veritas Candidates Friars Club Names
Will Meet Today White As President

The Providence College Debating
Union will end this year's activities
with a formal dinner Sunday night.
May 14, at the Biltmore Hotel. Guests
at the dinner will be the Rev. Jeremiah
Fitzgerald, O.P., vice-president of the
College, the Rev. Arthur H . Chandler,
O.P.. dean, and the Rev. A . P. Regan,
O.P., moderator of the Union.
Eugene J . McElroy. '39, will be
toastmaster. The guests of the Union
and the retiring officers of the Union
will speak. Newly elected officers
will be inducted.
Elected last week were John F .
O'Gara 40. president, Charles E.
Sweeney, 41, vice-president, and Daniel F. Geary '40, manager. Retiring
officers are Walter F. Gibbons .19.
president, and Eugene J . McElroy,
'39. manager
The dinner will mark the end of a
highly successful year in intercollegiate debating. The Providence Union
finished the past college year with an
undefeated record. Among the colleges debated were R. I. State, the
University of New Hampshire. Boston
University. Colby. St. Michael's. New
York University, and the University of
Maine. Debates were held twice with
the University of Maine and New
Hampshire. Radio debates were held
(Continued on Page 5)

Bernard White. 40, of Webster
Mass.. was elected to succeed Edward
Burke. '39, as president of the Friars
Club, college hospitality organization,
at meeting of the Club held last Wednesday. Other officers elected are vicepresident. James Dickson, '40. of New
Haven: secretary. William Nesbit. '41,
No literary experience will be of Pittsfield. Mass.; and treasurer. Paul
necessary for staff aspirants, the only Oates. "40. of Derby, Conn.
White, the president of the Junior
requirement being a willingness to
build a yearbook which will be a Class, has been active in many extracurricula activities during his three
iredit to t: e Class and better than
years at Providence In his Sophomore
anything yet accomplished.
year he was a member of the Pyramid
Plans for next year's book are being Players, the Glee Club and a member
worked on now. so that the compiling of the Soph Hop and Freshman-Soph
mixer committees. He is member of
of the book may be made easy.
the Holy Name Society.
It is hoped that a definte yearbook
Dickinson, also a junior, particitradition will be established at the
College, now that the students are be- pated in intra mural basketball comginning to become yearbook conscious petition during his sophomore and
Those in the class who are possessed junior years. He is a member of the
of literary talent must do their part Angelic Warfare and Holy Name SoDickinson, elected to the
Put those talents to work, said Fath- cieties.
er McGregor in a bulletin notice "and Friars Club in his sophomore year
was
a
member
of the Freshman-Sophthe result will always be a source of
pride and lasting enjoyment for you." omore mixer committee
Paul Oates. another junior, is vicepresident of the Naugatuck Valley
Club and was chairman of the Junior
Prom committee. Oates is also a member of the Angelic Warfare Society
William Nesbit. a sophomore, elected to the Friars Club last October
a
member
of the Angelic Warfare and
Favors; Oates Leads M a r c h
Holy Name Societies.
In an effort to prepare for the construction of a successful yearbook
next year, Father McGregor. Moderator of Veritas, has called a meeting
of all Juniors desirous of positions on
the Yearbook Staff of 1940. The meeting is for all Juniors, and will be held
in room 4. at 12:20 today. May 12.

(

Record Crowd Dances to Glenn Miller's
Music at Annual Junior Promenade
Compacts Distributed as

Next Week

The May issue of the Alembic, student quarterly magazine, will be released at the end of next week, according to Norman J. Carignan. '39.
editor of the publication
The last issue of the year will contain short stories, essays and articles,
many of them the last contributions
from members of the graduating
class.

Victory Tomorrow
Will
Clinch State Title; Morris
Will Pitch

The Friars have now won nine
games in ten starts this season and
have been undefeated since they
dropped a 4 to 3 decision to Joe Delaney and Holy Cross. They won four
games in five days last week and the
Friar batters fattened their averages
considerably on their opponents pitching.
Walt Jusczyk. who started for
Brown last Saturday and was batted
out under a barrage of basehits. may
be the choice to face the Friars, but
in all likelyhood Coach Jack Kelleher
will send Ray McCulloch to the mound
in an attempt to stem the Friars powerful attack McCulloch is the veteran
t the Bruin pitching staff and has
iirned in several outstanding games
.his year.
Coach Art Quirk will send Morris
back at the Bears and the College
Hill boys will find him a hard nut
to crack He has won all three of his
starting assignments without relief,
holding victories over Seton Hall.
Dartmouth, and Brown. He has a
blazing fast ball and an excellent
change of pace.
Both Providence and Brown will
use the same starting lineups with
little possibility of any changes Lou
Sigloch will catch for the Bruin with
Harry Platt at first base. Cal Arrendell at second. Capt. Danny Hicks at
short, and Marsolini at third rounding
out the infield. In the outer garden
Pietrusza will be in left field with
(Continued on Page 5)

5 Cents a Copy.

New Board of Directors
Chosen By Pyramid Players

Strolling at the Prom

Friars Favored
To Beat Brown
In Second Tilt

In a setting of black and white, the invited guests were the V e r y Rev.
College colors, close to 200 couples John J. Dillon. O P . President of the
danced to the music of Glenn Miller College: the Rev. A r t h u r H. Chandler.
and his band at the Junior Prom last O.P.. Dean: and Lieutenant Governor
Monday in the ballroom of the Provi- and Mrs James O. McManus.
dence Biltmore Hotel.
The
committee and
their guests
The largest throng in the history of were:
the College's Proms danced with a
Dorothy McElroy. East Providence unci
background of spotlights and flowers Bernard T White. Webster. Mass; Helen
as Juniors brought to a close the Regan New Bedford and William Carter
New Bedford. Cloria Wilcox. Providence
second annual Junior week with the and Joseph Walsh. Ansonia: Marjorie
Providence and Daviit C r r o l l ,
Prom, highlight of the social season Murphy.
Providence Ethel MacCartney. Pittsfield
Black patent leather compacts with and D. Paul Sweeney, Pittsfield; Billie
Noonan. Boston and Fred Hogan. Woonthe seal of the College were dis- socket:
Barbara Stafford. Providence and
tributed as favors to the guests of Howard Irish. Providence.
the members of the class of 1940.
Also attending; m r e : Margaret Rooney.
Providence and Raymond Creegan. ProviGrand March
dence
Josephine Burke
Warren and
Paul R. Oates of Derby. Conn . Donat Brochu. Warren; Sylvia Uloff.
Providence and Irving Beranbaum. ProviChairman of the Prom committee act- dence: Shirley Gordon. New Haven and
Feldman. New Haven. Katherine
ed as marshal for the Grand March Robert
Hodge. Pawtucket and Edward Keenan
which was led at midnight by Bernard Pawtucket: Ellen Geraghty, Providence
Edward McCaffery. Providence; Kay
T. White of Webster. Mass. and Miss and
McCourt. Providence and Louis Sibbio
Dorothy McElroy Prior to the Grand Pittsfield Peggy Dayfield. Torrington and
Alfred Tamulevicz. Millis; Florence P i March the music of Miller and his cardski. Warren and Casimir Potera,
Warren; Dorothy
Champlin. Westerly
band had been sent out over a na- and
Archie Debuc Westerly; Marcelle
tional radio hook-up through the facil- LaMarche Westerly and John O'Brien.
Westerly
Marguerite Hanev Riverside
ities of Station WPRO.
and Rudy Zebora. Meriden; Evelyn LotiPatrons and patronesses for the to. Providence and Wallace Tasca. ProvProm included: Dr and Mrs Linus idence: Elizabeth Boschetti. Providence.
O'Rourke. Dr. Daniel J O'Neill. M r and Eugene Gallo Providence: Cecilia
Providence: Doris Shallen Woonsocket,
and Mrs John Donnelly, and M r and and
Sanford Shorr. Woonsocket: Gladys
Mrs. James Kiernan
Among the
(Continued on Page 6)

SCHEDULE
The
Reverend Frederick C
Foley, O P . assistant dean announced yesterday a change in the
schedule for the opening of the
academic year 1939
Of special importance is the
change in date for the examination for removal of conditions,
which will be held on Friday. September 29. instead of one week
previous to the opening, as in
former years.
The schedule is as follows:
Monday September 25—Freshman Day
Tuesday. September 26—Formal opening of Academic Year. 9
am.. College Chapel: 10 am.. Lectures begin for Freshmen and
Sophomores: 3 30 p.m.. Registration begins for Juniors and Sen-

W ednesday. September 27 — 9
am.. Lectures begin for Juniors
Thursday September 28—S a.m..
Lectures begin for Seniors.
Friday. September 29—1 p.m.,
Examinations for removal of conditions
As a result of the later opening
date there will be fewer free days
during the year, espedally at the
mid-year vacations

Veritas

Script Writer to Be Chosen
June 5 Following
Competition
At a meeting held last Tuesday the
Pyramid Players, college dramatic society, elected a new board of directors.
The new members are: Joseph Wade,
'40. production manager: Maurice Timlin. '40. stage manager. Kenneth Cayton. '42. and Bert Cournoyer, '42,
music directors and John Reynolds,
'40. business manager.
The members of the retiring board
are: Eugene J. McElroy, Walter Gibbons. Norman Carignan. Robert C.
Healey. Raymond V. Pettine, and
John J . Andre, all seniors and E .
Gerald O'Brien. '42.
Writers Needed
The board announced at the meeting that all those desirous of writing
a script for next years Musical Comedy must have drafts submitted to
the board not later than June 5. A l l
students interested in this activity
are urged to submit a script to the
directors The author of the accepted
script will automatically become a
member of the Board of Directors for
the coming year Definite plans for
next year will be formulated by the
new board at a meeting in the near
Wade, the new production manager
is a graduate of Holy Family High
in New Bedford where he participated
in debating and was also a member
of the dramatic organization. For the
past three years he has been a member of the Pyramid Players,
MAaurice Timlin is •» graduate of
Hillhouse High in New Haven, where
he was stage manager of the productions given by Hillhouse. He is a
member of the Carolan Club and also
is assistant in the business laboratory.
Cayton is a graduate of Monsignor
Coyle High in Taunton, where he
competed in baseball, football, tennis
and track and was a member of the
orchestra He was on the staff of the
school paper.
Cournoyer the other member of
the music division is a graduate of
(Continued on Page 3)

Students Will Receive 1939 Edition
Of 'Veritas', P. C. Annual, Next Week
Offset Lithography Employed in Publication

Publication of the 1939 edition of About 150 more informal shots are
"Veritas" late next week will mark included than were printed last
the culmination of more than a year year.
of intense activity on the part of
With a skeleton staff appointed
the yearbook staff, and will intro- during the second semester last year,
duce revolutionary production proces- plans for the construction of the
ses in the collegiate annual field. "Veritas" were formulated earlier
The book is dedicated to the mem- than ever before. Officers of the anory of the late Leo M . Carolan. O P nual are: Editor, Michael A. Coyne;
In an unprecented departure from Associate Editors. Walter F. Gibbons
the customary photo-engraving and and Harold S. Pivnick; Art Editor,
letter-press methods which thus far Arthur McMahon: Advertising Manhave been employed almost exclusive- ager. John J. Mahoney: and Business
ly in American yearbooks, the annua) Manager, Frank D. O'Brien.
is being produced by the most reAmong the more difficult problems
cently-developed technique of "offset of the staff was the selection of a
lithography " As far as the staff ha*; theme, i. e. an element that would
been able to ascertain, no college give unity and continuity to the diyearbook in the East has ever before verse sections of the annual. After
been completely lithographed
serious consideration of biographical
Although the adoption of lithogra- and historical themes, the staff finally
.
phy resulted in a saving of between adopted a "Lock and Keyhole" Idea
$400 and $500 the quality of the an- to be exemplified photographically
nual will be equal or superior to rather than by drawings or by capthat of a similar book produced in tions.
the ordinary manner Highly glossed
McMahon Art Editor
paper, unsatisfactory because of its
The cover, of padded leather in
glare is to be replaced with a duller, black and silver, was designed by
easier-to-read, stock
Arthur McMahon. art editor, after
More Pictures
several sketches submitted by student
Increased picture-size, and an un- artists had been found unadaptable.
restricted use of photographs has been
In the fashion of the more repremade possible without extra
cost.
(Continued on Page 4)
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others, or from tangible events.
But your editorialist must be an
original fellow. He must scour
Ihe recesses of his own mind for
ideas—"page 2" is to be something more than a white desert.
THE STAFF
Editor
Charles Sweeney, '41
Place yourself in his position
Managing Editor
Henry Gray. '41
Feature Editor . . Edward Dupras, 40. of having to churn out a couple
Sports Editor Francis X. McCarthy. 41.
hundred lines of printed
Business Manager
Milton Krevolin. 41. of
Staff Photographer .. Aloysius Quinn, 40.
edition.
Staff Artist
Matthew Gallagher, 41. thought for a Friday
Exchange Editor
John O'Gara. 40
Well, you may glean some satisREPORTERS
Harold Rich. 41; Joseph Byron. '40: faction from the fact that your
Joseph Giblin. "42; Thomas Mulligan. 42; field is unlimited.
Peter Goodwin. '40; James R. McGowan.
41. Lionel Landry, '40: Martin Orzeck. 41;
For instance, if you have an
Irving Jacobson. '41: Charles McConnell.
41. CHARLES McGovern. 41; Louis Rosen. international bent of mind per42; John Haberlin. 40. George Morris,
haps your forehead will take on I
'41 Joseph McLaughlin. 42. Anthony Sasso, '40,
James
E.
Pettine
41.
Frederick
.: contemplative wrinkle, your
Smore
40. IRA Williams. '41.
ADVERTISING S T A F F
eves will narrow wisely, and
John J. Blanco, '41, Manager,
your lips will resolve into a seriWilliam Quirk."'41,
L U S pucker, as you gravely in-'
CIRCULATION S T A F F
form the student-body that HitJohn M. Reynolds. "40. manager; Robert
E. Roque, '40; George F. Carroll. ' 4 0 ; Wil- ler has recently shortened his
liam J . Riley. '40: Joseph E. Lennon. '40.
Subscription: i cents the copj : J1.0U a mustache by 1/16 of an inch,
year. Sime rate by mall.
Entered as W rond-class matter October Your interpretation of this as a
2. 1936. at the Post Office at Providence, reflection o f Germany's acute
Rhode Island, under th. Aft of March
3, 1879.
need for conserving razors might
go across with the student-body.
_ut then you'll always have your
letter-writers who will inform
you hotly that if the "Cowl
Clique" weren't so ignorant and
prejudiced, it would know long
We Were Charmed
befcre this that Hitler's policy
We were charmed but with i f the past four years has been j
no small measure of envy when repeatedly one of "taking-in."

The Keyholer

lie tab! is tied November 15, 1935.
published every full school week by
the students of Providence College.
Providence, R. 1.
Office:
Harkins Hall- Room 18.

By Ed. Dupras
Faded into the limbo of memories
is the Junior Prom of the class of
1940 leaving behind naught but fond
thoughts to cherish and an empty
purse to nurse back to its normal
condition Kindly excuse the rather
punch-drunk tenor of this corner
for we too were able to scrape and
pinch together a few pennies to amble
up and prowl to the soothing strains
of the best band in town for quite
some time. So with your kind per
mission, please read on and get :
few side lights on the Prom.

1

handsome
Captain Anthony
Eden, salesman without portfolio for the British Empire,
made his recent visit to this
country. For the young exForeign-Minister cut a dashing
figure as he made a whirlwind
round of social engagements in
New York, and a swift but effective tour of Washington.
He was pictured at this banquet and that dinner with this
industrialist and that statesman.
Impressionable A m e r i c a n s
warmed to the British personality after seeing newspaper
clcseups of the Englishman enjoying a Broadway hit, viewing
the Lincoln Memorial and laying wreaths on various tombs.
The man who wasn't "even onesixteenth of an ambassador"
made a definite hit with the
American people. Britain could
not have had a more effective
emissary, except, perhaps, the
King himself.

Collegians Seem to Be Forming
Definite Policy On World Events

Pre-prom Pitter Patter 'listen to
the raindrops! . . . the committee
was worried last Friday because bids
for the Prom were selling very slowly . . . . fcefore 12 o'clock Monday
night there were 198 couples at the
Prom . . new record for attendance,
hooray for us and all that sort of rot
. . . . -nary an Annie Oakley to the
Prom, not even for class presidents
. Bill Tierney. class of '39, taking
tickets at the door in place of the
absent members
committee members, supposed to show up at 830.
arriving at 10:30 resplendent in tails
and cum belles femmes on their arms
. . .Leo Flynn snubbed indirectly
when his girl. very. very, very pretty to say the least .got into animated
conversation with a Brown boy outside the ballroom . . . and so on ujto the 15th floor for a few.

Or if you go in for political
Prom-lights
he mistry. perhaps you might atsupport economic cooperation with
<By Associated Collegiate Press)
Prom-lights . . . Favors going faster
tempt an analysis of the "sugaroIn these trying days when history the peace front that is opposing the | than ice cream on a hot summer's
syrupo" effect of a certain prom- is being recorded by hours rather totalitarian states. But they firmly day . . . .
chance for Oswega to
rent public official's smile. You than by decades, cullegians are find- maintain that this economic coopera- miss out on one. she'd gladly fight
tion shculd be on a cash and carry the whole committee to get hers . . .
ing
it
just
as
difficult
for
them
as
it
might, for instance, break it up
is for the general public to keep up basis only.
incidentally. Oswega liked the Prom
into its components of fifty per
3 They believe that a European much better this year than last year;
with the fast pace that the nations
Bent opportunistic politics, and are setting in their battle for eco- war is almost inevitable, and they she thought the punch was better!
fifty per cent political opportun-[ nomic and political allies The news think that the Allied powers of the what a gal! . . . Dav Carroll, of the
sm. But then you'll have your parade is galloping by so swiftly that wrrld war have bungled in allowing committee, so nervous he gave two
ditor looking across his desk j 'he collegians by the side of the road Hitler and Mussolini to gain victory favors to more than one couple: good
are forming opinions on isolated if'er victory. They have little faith thing there are some honest people
with an expression of benign tol-1 events only, are seemingly making in the appeasement policy.
in the world . . Big Elt Deuse finalerance covering his face, as he. little effort to coordinate their views
4. The college press is vigorously ly got time off to get up the Prom .
quietly informs you that gun- into any definite policy
campaigning for the maintenance of Jim Leo. Donat Brochu, Slip BarWith the exceptions that are al-an open mind by all U. S citizens, nini, Joe Kwasnewski of the ball
ing at public officials does not
. Hooenfonn to what shapeless ter- ways found among the vociferous and and is urging them to beware of all team also got to the doin's
'hinking youth of a freedom-loving propaganda that is flooding the na-ray for rain on the next day to canr r known as the Cowl's edi- democracy, collegians seem to be tion today. Collegians believe that
cel the ball game
. . Joe Sherry
'.crial policy. And so, once more, forming the following platform as the U. S. can be kept out of any war with the second most beautiful girl
if the people are kept accurately in- in the hall . . . the most beautiful, in
you find your rhetorical artillery their stand on world events:
1 First, last and always, they do formed about all developments.
our estimation at least and that of
denied the battlefield.
This is, as accurately as can be de- countless of others, was Marion Hutnot want the U S to participate in
Now. what is all this about? any war of aggression or in any war termined, the state of the college ton, the vocalist: it's a shame that such
Well, you see, at the beginning outside the nation's boundaries.
mind today. Tomorrow's events are beautiful creatures wander around
2. They believe that neutrality certain to make it more definite—but the face of the earth, no more room
of the week we were bothered
just how it will swing no one canin Heaven seems to be the only anshould
be
observed
so
far
as
men
are
with the difficulty of striking on
concerned, but there is a tendency to predict
swer . . . Don Gunning with a Welan editorial subject for this edilesley product . . . Dick Mezejewski.
tion. In fact, the only subject on
shirt and all. finally got his long
which we held a conviction was
awaited letter and his girl with the
letter .
Stretch Stratton seems
But even he is to honor us the difficulty of writing editoriwith his presence. Canada and rls. And, as you know, no Cowl
the Dionne quintuplets will editorial is ever written without
to have found a match for his height
Dot and Larry Simonds. who dicome first in the royal itinerary, i conviction.
| By Associated Collegiate Press>
Dicture is very black but if it is not
The return of the Lone Eagle to he is still to be considered a great rected the dance numbers for the
but homely America, the land
musical
comedy, like to dance so
But regardless of
the U S and his special appointment American hero
of slang, vulgarity, ignorance,
Boycott
to the army air corps staff has been which it Is. the Colonel is still an inv much they couldn't miss the Prom
riches and manpower will also
. . . Lou Fitzgerald representing the
oortant
character
picture
in
modem
Americans are
completely creeled with little enthusiasm by the
alumni unofficially . . . Sil Batastini
be allowed a glimpse of their
American history."
-ware of the fact that all polit- college press. The opinion on Charles
tossed his Mary around with the
Royal Majesties. Again our unThe Syracuse University Dally
ical information emanating from Augustus Lindbergh is about evenly
greatest of ease
. lots of jitter bugs
couth citizenry will gape in
divided, and most reserve final judg- Orange: "One of the reasons why Ger- when the music waxed hot . . . Joe
fascist states is derived from the
mans
gave
Lindbergh
such
privilege?
ment until more is learned aboul
wonder at front page exposiWade
and
his
comrade
in frivolity
'Controlled" press of that coun- what the Colonel is doing and think- lies partly in the use of air power
tions of British personality, of
from New Bedford; what a pair those
as a weapon for diplomacy. Extensive
Iry. German and Italian news- ing.
two make, no one within fifty feet
their Majesties seeing this and
publicity given to the huge size of
papers are "official organs" of
doing that. The spectacle is
The University of Iowa Daily lowan Germany's air fleet has been a valu- could keep a straight face . . . the
the particular totalitarian state. cordially received him with these
grand march balled up when Ray
able ace in the hands of German dipbound to be a great one. BritThe American people know defi- words: "Now that Lindy has returned, lomats Fear of German planes over Creegan refused to go the right way
ain's stock will go up in the
nitely that there is no free it would be well for all of us to re- London and Paris has made the gov- and mixed up the whole parade
American mind.
and out to the little Prom at Charmember why he fled our shores He ernments of those two nations speak
speech in the dictator states.
lie's Diner
. some of the lads went
And at some not too distant
cautiously Lindbergh may have been
However, when the British loves his native land, or he wouldn't
elsewhere but found everything
date when we are spilling our
have returned to take up active duty used as means to secure publicity for closed tighter than the proverbial
Broadcasting Company or BritGermany's
air
force,
and
the
imporfor
his
government.
It
Is
up
to
all
blood in fields afar for democish Journalism withholds news Americans to show their apprecia- tance of Germany's air fleet may have drum
racy in general and for the Britbeen magnified by Lindbergh's posifrom the English people, Ameri- tion of his i • i • 111>iMan of the Week
ish Empire in particular, we
cans are told that there has been
High Importance is attached to his tion in the public mind. However, no Man of the Week—John Melvin
should be Jcomforted by the
one knows the position he holds In
return
by
the
Santa
Barbara
State
a "boycott." Mr. Chamberlain
"First you say you will, and then
International
affairs,
no
does
anyone
thought that perhaps it may not
"suggests" to the English press College El Gaucho: "The chief ques- know what the reticent flyer actually you say you won't" Reynolds . . .who
all be in vain.
tion of the Immediate actions are a
got into pecks and pecks of trouble
that it should not print "undethinks."
comparison of his Russian and GerJust before the Prom by his refusal
sirable" news. Free speech, how- man fleet studies When one recalls
to go. If you don't know the whole
On Editorials
ever, is supposed to exist in that his statement as to the strength
The University of Texas has a story, which won't stand publication.
Of all the jobs on the Cowl England.
of Germany and the weaknesses of collection of hair from the heads of Gene McElroy has promised to tell
anyone who wishes to know the
staff that of the editorialist is the
We are in extreme doubt as Russia had a decided effect on Eng- famous writers, statesmen, etc.
whole story, complete with gestures,
toughest. Your news writer or to whether press censorship by lish and French action In the Munich
The average University of Wiscon- if you'll only take the trouble to
sport scribe picks his tidbits of force differs greatly from press crisis one wonders If he led to an
American Munich If the Russian re- sin male student spends $380 a week usk him Step up boys, and give him
information from the mouths of censorship by censorship.
a little business
tort to Lindbergh Is accepted the on dates

College Press Greets Lindberg's
Return With Little Enthusiasm
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Board of Directors Bob Richmond, P. C. Freshman Ventriloquist, Complains
That Most People Do Not Understand the Art!
Named By Players
(Continued from Page 1)
Woonsocket High, where he was a
member of the band and orchestra,
and was president of both organizations in *37. He was the recipient of
a scholarship to the New England
Conservatory of Music in Boston, in
1937 and 1938. At Providence College
he was a member of the band and
orchestra.
John Reynolds, business manager
is a graduate of La Salle Academy,
where he competed in basketball,
tennis, track, debating, dramatics and
on the staff of the Maroon and White,
student publication. Since entering
Providence College he has been a
member of the Pyramid Players and
at present is business manager of
The Cowl.
John J. Andre, chairman of the retiring board, wishes to thank all
those who have aided the organization
in the past, and hopes that the students will cooperate with and aid
ihe incoming board even more than
they have in the past.
"The Pyramid Players." stated A n dre, "have endeavored to present the
best shows possible. And considering
the limitations and handicaps, we consider our efforts to have been most
successful.
"In the culmination of this year's
Musical Comedy we have established
a tradition which we hope will not
be forgotten. We remind the students
and members that the activities of
the Pyramid Players are not confined
to a Musical Comedy and that the
real aim of the organization is to
foster legitimate drama as a part of
the extra curricular program."

Richmond's 'Willy Gabb'
Constructed By Marshall
A dummy is not as dumb as he
loiks—even though he dies like to
gab a lot. 'In fact, he isn't a dummy
at all.) That is the confirmed opinion
of Robert Richmond, one of the few
ventriloquists in the country, and
a freshman at Providence College.
Bob. a member of the International
Brotherhood of Magicians of which
Thurston was a former president, and
which has members throughout the
world, specializes in all sorts of
magic, of which his favorite, ventriloquism, is an offspring. His repetoire includes tricks taught him by
Richmond and "Gabb"
Thurston, Blackstone. and other great
magicians.
"Most people don't understand ven- Gabb. Each of these comic figures
triloquism." complains Bob. The ven- takes a good deal of time to contriloquist's loquacious partner must struct, and there are no two made
be a real living person, and not just alike. There is only one Willy Gabb,
an inanimate simpleton with which and Bob is proud of his individual
to pull a gag. "The only way to ac- character and personality. In fact.
complish this feat." says Bob. "is to Bob is the only one in this state who
study the movements of a small boy." has a real "boy".
A l l successful ventriloquists sincereBob's dominant ambition in this
ly believe that their boy—-Bob dis- fascinating field is tn work up a real
likes calling his partner a dummy— act in which Willy acts like a real
is a living personality, and enjoy person and reveals true human chartalking with them off the stage asmuch
ason. in comical situations. That
acteristics
is why ventriloquism is so enjoyable
'Willy Gabb''
P. C's up and coming "vent" got and offends no one. Everyone sees
his "Boy" from Frank Marshall, pro- the true human character in the litfessional constructor of many famous tle fellow's actions and that accounts
other-world
characters
including
Charlie McCarthy. Bob sent Marshall
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt has acspecific instructions for the appearance and personality of his boy. and cepted the honorary chairmanship
the result was a saucy character of the Intercollegiate Committee lo
henceforth lo be known as Willy Aid Student Refugees.

3
Fresh F r o m the

Frosh

With little grains of Powder
And little dabs of paint.
Makes a little Lady
What she really ain't.
This "little" poem is dedicated to
for the fact that ventriloquism will most of the young ladies who attendnot die out as have ephemeral fads ed the Jr. Prom. Jack O'Connell, you
and entertainments. This mysterious know, our Cranstonite "brother" esart of voice magic began in the an- corted an exquisitely ravishing Myrna
cient temples of Egypt and China, Loy type. Jack believes in "a differwhere the strange puppets were reent girl for every dance" but we
garded as supernatural
characters
know his heart belongs to "Flossie."
who spoke prophesies and divine
Jack McGuirl forgot to wear his tie.
judgments.
. . . Wonder was that "Miss Hartford
Plans Dummy
whom Joe Sullivan escorted . . . Jack
Bob. in his spare time, has worked
Reynolds there with M H . of State . . .
on ideas for a supremely realistic
figure, which will embody all ac- Don't know the girl Sibbio had . . .
complished so far in the construction Goulet all the way from Fall River,
of human-like figures. He combined with that East Sider . . . Parlatta with
the ideas of three other men and a cute Bostonite . . . Glenn Miller
instructed Mr. Marshall in specifica- there with Miriam Button and what
tions which would create a figure bootiful moosic. So ends the Jr. Prom
natural in appearance and mechani- for this year.
Ode to a Witty Wittle Fishy:
cally perfect.
Down in dat woom with da picBob does not wish to give out the
details of his plan at the present time,
tures on da wall
but it will develop a figure so realSits Ed. Dupras scooping from da
istic that it will be able to stick out
hall
its tongue, wiggle its nose, and blush.
He spweads all da scandal and
This almost human "boy" will be
shames all da bwoys
worked from a keyboard similar to
When he should be pwaying with
a typwriter. The vent must first learn
with his iddie-biddie toys.
to love his little friend says Bob, and
—From the Wittiest Ittle Fishy
the more realistic he is, the better
Pick-ups While Rambling : : :
this will be accomplished. Next, he
This Spring weather ? ? ? lolling
must mold his voice, which is mainly
Jack Green to sleep in a certain class
responsible for the success of his act.
t'other day only to be violently awakened by the Prof . . . J.O'Connellof
Bob expects to use his talents in
Borryville cultivating side "burns" , ,
this line to some advantage, but does
not intend to follow it as a career. a new style ? ? ? McAleer and Ward,
The best ventriloquists have taught two "up and coming" pitchers . . . .
themselves, says Bob. and he does Louis Fraga explaining the process
not advise anyone to rely on books, of bread-baking <he was a deliverer
which never reveal the full secrets of of the 'Wheat' before entering college) . .
ventriloquism.

Is Now Making Plans For
Another Dummy
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Uncle Peter

Schedule of Final Examinations
May, 1939
MONDAY,

M A Y 22

8:30 lo 10:30

, . . :

I'
Room
Auditorium

French 303. 202. 201. 102. 101
German 102
German 101
Spanish 102. 101
Italian 201. 102. 101
Biology 306
Business 302
10:30 to 12:30
History 308
1:00 to 4:00
Business 301

2

0

3

3

2

2

2 1

1 7

2

TUESDAY,

4

3

5

2

4

M A Y 23

8:30 to 10:30
Philosophy 304
Biology 201
Latin 103
Intensive Latin
Mathematics 102
Biology 102
Mechanics 301

Auditorium
1 7

W
1 9

10:30 to 12:30
Pnllosophy 202
Mathematics 105

3

8

3

2

Auditorium
3

1:00 to 3:00
Religion 301 iFr Howley)
Religion 301 iFr. Heasleyl
Religion 301 iFr. Donovan!
Religion 201 IFr. Foley)
Religion 201 iFr. McKenna)
Religion 101 ...A

3

3 5
1 7

3

2

1

0

2

2

!»• M
Auditorium

WEDNESDAY,

M A Y 24

8:30 to 10:30
Business 307
Histcry 104
English 202
Education 202

2

4

Auditorium
22
3

10:30 to 12:30
Education 302
Latin 202

3

39
38

THURSDAY,

M A Y 25

8:30 to 10:30
Philosophy 302
English 203 (Dr. O'Neill)
English 203 <Fr. Reilly)
English 203 <Fr. Beg ley)
Mathematics 201

Auditorium
20
21.22
1»
32

10:30 to
English
English
English
English
English

Auditorium
Auditorium
35
22
21

12:31
101 iFr. Quinnl
101 iFr. Fennell)
101 <Fr. McGregor)
101 iFr. Begley)
101 iFr. Fitzgerald)

1:0(1 to 3:00
Physics 101

25

FRIDAY,

M A Y 26

1

8:.'." to 1 •<>
Mathematics 302
Economics 201
History 102

32
Auditorium
Auditorium

10:30 to 12:30
Mathematics 101 Mr McDonald)
MatherroV.ics 101 iFr Precourt)
Biology 101
Mathematics 103
Political Science 304

35
21
Auditorium
IB
10

M O N D A Y , M A Y 29
8:30 to 10:31
Physics 201
History 101

25
Auditorium

10:30 lo 12:30
English 310. 112
Greek 202
Drawing 101
1:00 to 4:00
Business 201

Auditorium
20
19
Auditorium

W E D N E S D A Y , M A Y 31
8:30 to 10:30
£1. Greek
Political Science 104 'Fr Bergkamp)
Political Science 104 'Fr. McKenna) . . . . . . .
Drawing 201
Education 102
Greek 102
,
10:30 lo 12:30
Chemistry 302. 30L 101

14
22
20
Lab.
Auditorium

Auditorium

OFFICIAL EXAMINATIONS REGULATIONS
Any student who brings books or papers to examination rooms, or who is
seen communicating In any way. will forfeit his examination. All writing
must be don* in the br.ok which will be supplied by the professor. No student may use more than one examination book ui the nam* tim»

Uncle Peter returns to the wars hird name is that of Louis C. Fitzafter a visit of alumni and alumni Gerald The last named, who is not
clubs in New York and New Jersey H C W , nor ever was. a candidate for
At a meeting of the Metropolitan the office, did not expect the nomClub held in Gotham, your uncle ination, and believes that common
was particularly well pleased with decency and good manners demand
the attendance and spirit shown at that permission be asked before a
their m nthly meeting Word from I man's name be printed on a ballot
Washington, too. that this Sunday of this sort for general distribution.
will see one of the largest commun- The thought has occurred to some
ion breakfasts in the history of the, that perhaps the reason FitzGerald
Capitol ' rganlzation.
was named was to spilt the votes of
All of which makes Mr. P. feel a \ Mr. Conaty, since the two are parlittle bit sorry about the parent or- ticularly good friends and have a
ganization. The territorial clubs, per- majority of acquaintances In comorming well and functioning active- mon.
ly in their respective cities are perIn the case of the Athletic Advihaps showing the way ta the home
out-of-state
forces In a measure, last Sunday's sory Committee, two
members
have been placed on the
Communion Breakfast demonstrated
this The attendance, some 125 alum- ballot in accordance with the terms
ni, was too small considering the of the regulations. Two former athlarge numbers of local graduates to letes. Hector J. Allen and George R.
draw upon True, many were not Tebbetts. have been nominated in
notified about the breakfast, a con- opposition to each other. Two less
dition which should be rectified likely candidates could hardly be imfor later affairs
agined Mr Allen is, sad to relate,
What causes the apparent apathy ill in Albany, New York, and not
that permeates the Providence Col- situated to be able to attend meetings
lege' Why is It always the Old Guard' of the council Mr Tebbetts. healthy
that supports the activities, and are enough, works In Detroit. Michigan,
any steps being taken to make it not by a good many hundred miles
pleasant and
interesting for our the best location for a man who
younger alumni to return for social would give serious assistance to the
occasions} How much longer will governing of Providence College athIhe organization formulating the des- letic*.
tinies of the body cf graduates conLet's hope that those of us who
tinue their prozram
t self-sufficiare interested in a healthier, more
ency and self •perpetuation''
Distribution of the Alumni Asso- solidly united alumni body soon learn
i*i jt Kin Election Ballot to members to forget personal differences, and
in good standing this week, indicates strive ever towards the perfection of
that the r, niin.it,ng committee Is cer- a society which will redound to the
tainly not veering any From prece- credit of our Alma Mater Only in
dent In the selection of candidates or that way will we progress: only in
preparation of the slate of Officers that manner will the fiascoes that
T w i specific items may be cited to have punctuated the Alumni Day
show that in at least these Instances, meetings be obviated in the future.
more discretion might be used if in- It's time the Alumni association tied
dividuals or the society Itself is not its tie. washed behind its ears, looked
to be discredited in the eyes of the world in the face and said "Today
many.
I am a M A N . "
For the office of secretary-treasurer, Dr. Daniel J O'Neill is a canWilliam
Watsen.
University of
didate tcr re-election Listed as running against Dr O'Neill is Edward Michigan track star, spent the first
half
of
the
school
year
as secretary
P. Conaty. Who was a write-in candidate for the office last year The to Prizefighter Joe Louis.
1

Senior Yearbook
Out Next Week
(Continued from Page 1)
sentative
publications,
"personal
writeups" will not be used with the
senior pictures They are replaced
with a complete extra-curricular record for each senior. The book has
been enlarged from the 224 pages of
1938 to 236 pages.
Construction of the "dummy'' for
the book, and plans for the "layout"
or arrangement of pictures, type, and
sections occupied the Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, and vacation periods
of the editor and his associates from
the beginning of the school year until the end of February, while innumerable afternoons and evenings
were taken up in conferences with
the agents of firms seeking service
contracts.
Although ordinarily there would be
separate contracts for photography,
photo-engraving, and printing, the
decision to use lithography resulted
in a combination of the two latter
ones. It is estimated that the seniors
will have spent approximately $1,290
in purchasing personal photographs
Of this amount, the studio will return about 12 per cent toward the
publication of the book and advertising space In It.
The cost of the book itself, based
on an order of 225 copies, will be between $1600 and $1900. The total sum
is divided among lithography costs,
the cost of the covers, binding,
photographic developing and printing,
and minor miscellaneous expenses
Through the developing and printing
done by the Art Editor, and by
Aloysius Quinn. '40. a considerable
reduction in the •budget'' was effected
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HOT OFF THE
FRYER

There Were Nine More

Riding High
With a record of nine wins and one
loss the Friars And themselves well
up among the leaders in the race for
Eastern Intercollegiate baseball laurels
Since that 4-3 defeat at the
hands of Joe Delaney and the Holy
Cross Crusaders the locals have shown
the opposition nothing but their heels
and have afforded local diamond followers as fine a baseball exhibition
as has been their pleasure to witness
since the days of the late Jack Flynn
The Victory Twins
The Brown and St. John's games
meant victory number three for
Walter Morris and Joe Kwasniewski. Morris has yet to be defeated
while Joe's only college loss was
.irimim-ti-r.il by Jack Barry's aggregation up at St. James, Worcester. The hurler from Cranston will
be out after his fourth win at the
expense of the Brown Bear tomorrow over at Aldrich Field. Handsome Joe may be given the opportunity of annexing his fourth next
Sunday when Villanova makes its
annual appearance on Hendricken
Field.
The Quirkmen have a little more
than half of their scheduled games
left to play and the remaining tussles
will find them meeting some of this
sector's ranking teams, such as Villanova. Yale, Boston College, and Holy
Cross.
But the players themselves
cannot be expected to carry the burden alone They need and deserve the
support of the entire student body
You locker room experts who crabbed
during the football and basketball
seasons because the representatives
In these two sports were unable to
win the majority of their games now
have the opportunity, a winning club
in action So why not take advantage
of it. Get over to Aldrich Field tomorrow and help the boys make it
two straight over the boys from the
other side of town
Intra-Murals
Irving Hodson'S Junior softballers
hailed the winning streak of Tony
Leone's Freshman crew when they
took bolh ends of a double-header
Wednesday afternoon by scores of
11-6 and 7-6. Vin Nugent, who set
the Intra-Mural Basketball League
on i. r. last winter, figured prominently for thr Third Year men in
both games . . . Yesterday afternoon Paul Sweeney's Sophomores
look thr measure of thr Juniors by
the score of 5 to 4. Both pitchers.
Terrace and Speckman. had the
batters hitting 'em where they were,
and base knocks were frw and i.ir
between. Beryl Sacks' homer featured for thr Sophs. . . , The championship games arr set for net!
week.

Quirkmen Conquer Friars Favored
Brown, St. John's Over Brown Bears
(Continued from Page 1)
Charlie Harkins in centre and Dick
Redford in right.
The Bruins were weak defensively
in the first Brown-Providence contest and at the plate were unable to
cope with Morris's effective twirling
On the other hand the Friars played
air light ball in the field and showed
considerable power in the pinch while
at the plate
In their four contests
last week they average over 11 hits
a game and pounded out four home
runs, two triples, and six doubles The
one noticeable factor in the Friar attack has been their ability to hit with
men on the bases, when the runs
count the most.
Capt Elt Deuse. who has been a
The Friars spread their scoring over major factor in the success of Provifour innings, tallying two in the first, dence, will be Morris's battery mate
five in the sixth, one in the seventh ' Jimmy Leo, who poled out homers
and two more in the eighth. Elt Deuse. against St. John's and Brown, will oe
Slip Barnini. and Hal Martin were at first base with Jim Begley at secthe big guns in the P. C attack. Slitz ond. "Peerless John" Ayvazian at
Jusczyck hurled creditable ball for short and Don Brochu covering the
six innings before he was rescued by hot corner Brochu collected nine hits
Joe Cheever Dave Redford was the in the four games last week and
leading sticker for the Bruins.
played brilliantly in the field "Slip"
Barnini will be in left field with
Kwasniewski Gets Third
St. John's invasion of Hendricken Norm "Zip" Urban in centre and Hal
Feld last Sunday afternoon was by Martin in right.
Providence has a busy schedule
no means a pleasing one for the
Brooklynites. for the locals sparked lined up for next week, meeting V i l lanova
Sunday, and Springfield on
by Joe Kwasniewski's four-hit twirling and some mighty fine slugging, Tuesday, both games at Hendricken
Field
On
Wednesday they will travel
left the visitors on the losing end
to Newton to meet the Boston College
of an 8-1 score.
Eagles in the first game of a home
The Providence run in the second and home series.
frame looked plenty big as the game
went along but Slip Barnini's double
UNION
to right center in the sixth scoring D E B A T I N G
T O H O L D DINNER
Deuse and Ayvazian assured the
Black and White representatives of
(Continued from Page 1)
certain triumph. In this same inning
Leo homered and Zip Urban dropped with New York University, St Michanother double to center to further ael's, and the U. of New Hampshire
Participating in these collegiate dethe local cause
bates were Walter F. Gibbons '39,
The Redmen counted their lone Robert C. Healey '39. Eugene J . Mcmarker in the seventh when Anancisz Elroy '39. John F. O'Gara 40. Daniel
singled to short center field to bring
F. Geary '40. James R, McGowan '41.
home DeStafano after the latter had and Charles E Sweeney '41.
been given a free ticket
Intramural debates were sponsored
throughout the year by the Union on
St John's High of Worcester sent Wednesday nights. This year also
Joe Juges to P C. and what a gift saw the formation of a freshman dethat was! Joe starred with the Fresh- bating team The freshmen defeated
man club and shows every indication Hope High and lost to Central Night
of continuing his excellent play with School Freshmen debaters were Rusthe Varsity Tough as a seven-day sell R. Jalbert, Francis J . Maguire and
John N . Converse.
beard, he can run. kick and pass with
Walter F. Gibbons, retiring presithe best, but his main asset lies in
his defensive ability. He hits a ball- dent predicts a bright future for the
Debating Union next year. Gibbons
carrier hard and decisively and his
stated. "We have just completed an
blocking has caught the fancy of the
undefeated year in debating. Next
coaches. His knack of "clearing out"
semester's Debating Union will. I befor the ball carrier insures him of a
lieve, carry on in the same successgood share of game service nevt au- ful manner. Juniors, sophomores and
tumn Rhode Island schoolboy fans freshmen have received valuable forwon't forget for a long time the mas- ensic training during the past year.
terful shows Joe put on two years and there are some promising aspii in a row against La Salle. In his ants for intercollegiate debating tmong
Junior year his booming punts and them. Although the nucleous of the
dashing runs put La Salle in holes regular debating team is graduating
continuously, and it wasn't Joe's fault Father Regan has so managed the tea;n
that St. John's finally bowed. 13-12. selections for debating that a good
The next year Jumping Joe was not start has already been made toward
to be denied and the Worcesterites another fine team next year "
handed La Salle a 13-0 trouncing,
mainly through the terrific running
of Juges Football is one of this 175pounder's sidelines, he also does a
swell job in basketball and baseball
Then there's sturdy Ed Haponik
from Taunton who must be reckoned.
Another Coyle grad. who made good,
is this agile Freshman Ed runs hard,
tackles and blocks well.

Coach Artie Q u i r k s aspirants for
Eastern Intercollegiate baseball honors annexed victories eight and nine
with plenty to spare when they disposed of Brown and St John's last
Saturday and Sunday by scores of
10-2. and 8-1. respectively
Morris Tames Bear
The seven-hit pitching of Walt Morris and the potent bats of the local
warriors proved disastrous in the
Friars' slaughter of a scrappy Brown
outfit. Hal Martin's four-ply wallop
in the sixth inning hit dead against
the wind, cleared the right field fence
started the Quirkmen off to a five-run
rally which eliminated all further
doubt as to the outcome.

By F. X. McCarthy

Johnny Ayvazian. Friar shortstop, shown scoring Ihr first run against
Brown in last Saturday's till, which Providence won 10-2.
Walt Jusczyk, Brown twirler. and Jack Barnini watch the play.

Junior Bouts
Witnessed By
Large Crowd
Barnini and Mezejewski
Feature Evening's
Exhibition

Who's Who
With the Friar Gridders
By C. W. McConnell
In every sport there is always the
unsung hero, and football is no exception Its the fullback
Usually it is the fleet, side-stepping quarterbacks and halfbacks who
snatch the headlines with long spectacular runs, while the hard-working
fullback goes unnoticed. But when
two yard or so are necessary for a
crucial touchdown or a needed first
down, it falls to the lot of the number four back to hit the line, and
whereas the defense is usually spread
out on other plays, our hero has to
bang his way through concentrated
resistance

About 1000 students and friends of
Providence College witnessed the annual Junior Boxing Tournament last
Friday night at Harkins Hall Six
boxing bouts and four wrestling
matches, which provided those present
with everything from comical settoes
to battles "for keeps." were on the
On the defense too. while the three
evening's card.
The feature affair of the evening other backs have it comparatively
soft,
little Joe Fullback together with
saw John "Slip'' Barnini and Dick
Mezejewski, two clever grapplers. in the center must back up the line,
an excellent exhibition of wrestling plug up holes and bat down passes.
The principles kept the fans interested Yes, of all the backfield men. the
throughout the duration of the match, fullback takes the worst beating and
which found both boys absorbing a gets the least glory. Yet this position
great amount of punishment. Body is a key-one on anybody's ball club.
slams, which almost cracked the floor A good fullback means as much to a
boards of the ring, were employed football club as a heady catcher does
with great effectiveness by both boys to a baseball team The successful
McKeough vs. Murray
fullback must be durable, possessing
The evening's curtain raiser brought qualities of drive and another little
together Frank McKeough and Ray four-letter word
Murray, both Freshmen The leather
Here at P C Hugh Devore finds
Dingers started at a fast pace but
slowed to a walk midway through the himself fortunate in having four cansecond round. McKeough was award- didates in whom the aforesaid attributes run deep At the top of this
ed the decision by a small margin
Press Box Splinters
"Dapper" Dan Murphy gained a de- list, of course, comes last year's powThat three-hit pitching performance
of Ed Creamer of the Holy Cross cisive decision over George "Chopper" erhouse. Red McKinnon, Pawtucket
freshman team against the young Comstock in the second event on the Junior, and grouped closely at his
Friars last Friday on Hendricken card An effective left hand, which heels, three husky Freshmen viz:
Field didn't make much of a hit with found its mark time and again, was Joe Juges. Ed Haponik and Tony LeArtie Quirk The reason? Said Mr. responsible for the wide margin of one.
Creamer will be around these parts . victory
In McKinnon we meet about the
Juges Defeats Warburton
for the next three years to do his
An extra session was needed to de- most energetic man on the squad
utmost to check the Friars' advance
Always hustling and ready to actermine
the
victor
in
the
bout
between
. . . Hank Soar still hitting at the
cept any corrections the coaches patsame merry clip for the I B A A ' s in Joe Juges and Fred Warburton Durthe Providence Amateur League Paw- ing the first three rounds. Warburton. tern for the ideal player Red came
tucket Hank bats in the clean-up a fine boxer, managed to hold the to P. C. from St. Raphael's where he
position and so far has done just slugging Juges to a draw In the de- took part in about every sport but
that . . See where Smokey Joe Wood ciding round Juges became more ag- chess He garnered State-wide recogJr. set Brown down with five hits on gressive and had his opponent dangl- nilion as a schoolboy, and since his
arrival at Bradley Hill has lived up
Wednesday afternoon down in New ing from the ropes
John Cerra. substituting for Maurice to all advance notices He is excepHaven Amby Reynolds bested this
same Mr Wood in a pitching argu- Ferland. who was unable to partici- tionally fast on his feet and a deadly
mem while both were playing in the pate because of an injured wrist, out- tackler The 5' 11" 180-pound redConnecticut State League last sum- < pointed Joe Ney Cerra. an experi- head also throws an accurate pass
mer On the morning of the game a enced fighter encountered little diffi- and pays dividends when "those few
local sports writer referred to the culty with Ney. flooring him several precious yards" are required
expected duel as the preview of the times with hard rights to the jaw
Red came along fast under Devore's
In the other bouts Jim McAleer
1939 Yale-Providence College game
and Ed Dulkie's tutelage, hitting his
beat Jack Mulvey on a technical K O .
peak in the final games of the seaMulvey being unable to come out for
son Against Manhattan. C.C.N Y and
Guzman Hall Wins. 6-5
the second round, and Sal Guglielmo
Mike Kane's tine single to left with and Joe Bevilacqua engaged in a no- State, the fiery Junior sparkled and
it was his honor to hurdle the State
two out in the last of the seventh with decision set to
frontier for the first Friar score Howthe winning run on third base gave
Potera Unmasks Marvel
the Guzman Hall nine a 6 to S victory
Cas Potera. AlPNew England end ever, he did not coast during the
over the Harkins Aces last Monday i unmasked the Masked Marvel. Charlie Spring practice, if anything he tried
night The winners were outhit five Avedisian. in a match that was char- harder, so much so that he was the
to three but took advantage of Har- acterized by the kind of tackling that recipient of special praise from Coach
kins' errors to gather their runs
Devore at the conclusion of the drills.
would please any grid mentor
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Yvonne
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McGuirl. Providence. Mary McCarron. Courter, Hartford and Joseph Sullivan.
North Providence and John Reynolds. Providence: Marjorie Cody, Providence
Providence. Jeanette Walsh North Attle- and Joseph Byron, Providence; Dorothy
boro and Ray McGettrick. North Attle- Maher. New Haven and John Stratton.
boro; Alice McCarthy, Providence and New Haven; Charlotte Polak, Lowell and
Ralph Melidy. Worcester; Edith Lipsey. Joseph Buzidragis, Lowell; Ann Cassidy,
Providence and Herman Lantner. Provi- Lowell und WiIliam Drawzien. Lowell;
dence; Eva Pascial. Providence and John Mr. and Mrs. Larry Simonds, Providence,
Lombardi; Providence; Nancy Maguire. Eileen Hughes, Providence and John Ed(Continued from Page 1)
Providence und William Mullen, North monds, Naugatuck; Bettey Hussey. ProvPress. Providence and Jerome Tesier. Providence; Charlotte Dolan, Rankin idence and Stephen Bagrowski, ProviProvidence
Wyoming and Joseph Lennon. Providence, dence: Mary Litter, Toledo. Ohio and
Carroll—Dixon
Alta Gray, Providence and David Massi- Louis Fitzgerald, Pawtucket. June SesGertrude Carroll. Woonsocket and Ray- cotte, Providence, Mildred Paul, Provi- ner. Fall River and Thomas Levesque,
mond Dixon. Lonsdale Ann Fitzpatrick. dence and Donald Guiragos, Providence; Fall River. Harriet Aronson. Boston and
Providence and John Capuano. Provi- Helen Baggott. Providence and Donald Milton Lincoln. Boston: Edith Logell,
dence: B e t t y Williams. Adams and Ray- Albro. Newport; Margaret Hall. Provi- Providence and Arthur Smith. Provimond Kowalski. Adams; Dorothy Mc- dence and John Reynolds, Providence; dence; Venice Feri, Providence and Oresti
Grasse, Providence
and Elton Deuse, Helene Foley. Woonsocket and Harold Golato, Providence, Madaline Coffee,
Providence; Pauline Wood. Pawtucket Demers
Woonsocket;
Dorothy Metz, Providence and William Caldaroni, Proviand Valmore Collette. Pawtucket; Marie Providence and William Riley. Providence.
dence; Ruth Ray. Hopkinton and WilGemma. Providence and Americo Gearliam Danahy, Hopkinton Mollie Marks.
nini. Providence Mary Fraga, New BedFay Carr, Newport and Joseph Nichol- Providence and Herbert Siegal. Newport;
ford and John Maciel. East Providence.
Dorothy Curran, Providence and Daniel
Dorothy Hackett. Fitchburg and Law- son, Newport. Madeline Levesque, Provi- E. Geary. Jr., Providence; Ann Cox. New
rence Shattuck. Fitchburg; Mary Rourke. dence and Joseph McDonald, Providence, Bedford and Louis Coholan. New BedProvidence and John Hayes. Pittsfield; Elenore Kilroy. New Haven and George ford; Harriett Fisher, New Bedford and
Anna Lyons, Providence and Omer Gau- Sullivan. New Haven, Alice McGuirl. Alvin Whalley. Fall River; Ann Coholan,
let Fall River; June Bennett, Providence Providence and Peter Goodwin. ProviBedford and Joseph Wade, New
and William Littleton. Providence: Alice dence; Ella Lotito Providence and A l - New
Dorothy Conroy, Fall River and
Kenny, Cranston and Edward DiPanni. bert Puerin, Providence: Dorothy Smal- Bedford.
Cranston; Catherine Cody, Providence ley. Providence and Charles McConnell. Frank Gragnani, Providence.
Providence:
Helen
English,
Pawtucket
Walsh—Woodward
and Gerald O'Brien. Apponaug: Ruth
Claire Walsh. Fall River and Charles
Ulanoff Fall River and Aaron Slom, and John Silva. Pawtucket: Carol CunNewport: Louise Shanley. Pawtucket and ningham. Pawtucket and Joseph Sherry Woodward, Fall River. Italia Galossi.
Joseph
McCarty.
Pawtucket:
Betty Pawtucket; Ruth Drummond, Providence Providence and Theodore Miller, ProviForbes. Providence and John McElroy. and Joseph Lacy, Providence; Virginia dence Jean Jack. Cranston and Z. J.
Providence; James Tully. Peace Dale and Weeks. Providence and John Monahan, ,Czubak. Cranston. Francis Pinkala. WarMadeleine Campbell, Providence; Gert- Providence. Mildred Hunt. Providence and ren and John Zeromski, Pawtucket; Alice
rude Langlois. Woonsocket and Armand Philip Foley. Providence: Helen Verdi, McGrills, New Jersey and Edward
Providence and Ralph Paparella, East Crouchley. Providence. Emma Casali,
Masse, Woonsocket
Providence: Mary Long. New Haven and Providence and Salvatore Guglielmo.
Tierney—Butler
Laura Tierney. West Barrington and Sil Batastini. Providence. Virginia Allen. Providence; Rachael Martel. Woonsocket
Wellesley
and Donald Gunning, ProviEdward Butler. Pawtucket: Rolande. Carand Raymond Bedard. Central Falls:
dence; Ernestine McGrew, Wellesley and Mary Donahue. Westerly and Marcus
reau. Woonsocket and Roger Fournier.
Woonsocket; Ellen McGarry. Providence John McCaffrey. Providence, Madalyn Driscoll. Westerly. Pearl Kilmartin, Pawand Oscar Ferland. Pawtucket: Mary Healey. Providence and Irving Hicks. tucket and Joseph McCourt. Pawtucket;
Mallory. Boston and Joseph Kwasniewski. Providence; Eva DiPalma. Providence Peggy McKnight. Pawtucket and William
New Milford. Dorothy Edwards, Provi- and Joseph Bevilacqua. Providence.
Sherry, Pawtucket: Helen Joslyn. ProviCapucilli—Grande
dence and William Murphy. Danbury,
dence and Ellsworth Sullivan. Providence;
Cora Capucilli. Providence and Albert Lydia Parillo. Providence and Frank DiBarbara Spencer, Providence and Austin
Olive Richards. Traglia. New York: Agnes Minahan,
Donilon. Providence; Barbara Cassidy. Grande. Providence.
Pitlsfield
and
Richard
Mezejewski,
PittsProvidence and George Carroll. ProviProvidence and William Burns, Providence: Betty Kearney, Providence and field; Evelyn Boyle. Providence and Mat- dence; Rachael Pontarelli. Providence
Bert Holdredge. Narragasett; Louise thew Malenczyk. New Haven; Delia and Edmund Baldi North Providence;
Friary. West Roxbury and Joseph Bald- Readio. Riverview and Charles McGovern. Barbara Hawkins and Francis O'Connell.
win, New Bedford: Katherine Daniels. Providence: Helen Donovan, Providence Providence, Evelyn Kavanaugh. ProviProvidence and John Curran. Millis: Vir- and John Davey. Providence: Dorothy A l - dence and James Reilly. Providence:
Providence and Anthony Sasso,
ginia Higgins
Cranston
Guenet and John Mc- terio.
Oakland
BeachGreenville;
and
John
Belinda V. Taylor, Providence
Queeney. Providence: Dorothea Quinlan.
Gallogly, Providence; Louise Mahoney,
Edgewood and Frank Pollard, East ProvNortheastern and David Mitrano, Proviidence; Ruth Purcell. Providence and and Michael A. Coyne Providence; Mar- dence; Dorothy Rogers, Providence and
celle
Chausse.
Providence
and
Stanley
George Hickson Westfield: Olive RobinArthur Davis, Providence; Ellen Geary,
son. Pawtucket and John O'Reilly. Paw- Esielonis, Fitchburg; Katherine Shea,
Providence and Edward Conaty, Provitucket:
Eileen Morris. Newport and Providence and Edward Gill, Providence;
dence; Mary Wyatt, Seekonk and Robert
Frank Merciol, Newport: Peggy McGuire. Irene Brodeur, Woonsocket and Noel
Rich, Providence; Lisette delisle, PawProvidence and James Leo Fitchburg; Doyle, Woonsocket; Mary Eliot Lawrence
tucket and Robert Smith, Pawtucket;
Peg Polard. East Providence and Herbert and ted Alexakos, Dracut; Dorothy Aiello,
Susan Northrup, South Kingston and
Kenny. East Providence: Bernice Fisher,
William Wooley, Narragansett.
Brockton and Harry Bislarides. Brockton: Providence. Olive Lacy. Providence and
Ruth Temple New Bedford and Irving Edward Burke. Jersey City; Marie
Fitzpatrick--Carignan
Hodson, New Bedford: Bernice Cunning- Thorpe. Providence and Ed Dupras, Providence Claire Fitzpatrick. Providence and Norham. Pawtucket and John Evergates. Josephine Boublik, Killingly and Mauman Carignan, Providence; Constance
Danielson: Pauline Lequeux Pawtucket rice Ferland, Killingly; Virginia Murray,
Devereaux, Providence and Errolle Haas,
and Arthur Aubin. Pawtucket: Mary Mat- Providence and James Gallogly, Providence; Mildred Ward, New Bedford and
tey. Newport and Harry Speckman. Newport
Providence; June Lister, Providence and
Joseph Buckley, New Bedford; Arlene
Harry McKenna, Providence; Leora BalkCasey. Providence and Leo Millerick.
Vandette—Bowen
com, Pawtucket and John Sherlock, PawProvidence; Madeline De Gregorio. CranClaire Vandette. North Attleboro and ston and Albert Viola. Providence; Marie
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Pawtucket:
Olga Cianci. Providence and Nino. Fabri.
Providence; Jacqueline Landry, Woon-
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socket and Lionel Landry, Woonsocket;
Norma Bright, Providence and John
O'Gara, Providence; Doris Kaplan, Providence, and Jacob Belofsky, Providence:
Eileen Dearden. Barrington and Milton
Farley, Pawtucket;
Lucille Hope. Pawtucket. and Thomas Keough, Pawtucket;
Gertrude Quinn. Providence and Frank
O'Brien, Providence; Harriet Dursin.
Woonsocket and John Kennedy, Woonsocket; Annette Policastre, Providence
and Michael Mollis, Providence; Lillien
Sullivan, Providence and Daniel McKinnon, Pawtucket; Grace Bartlett. East
Boston and Rocco Maffei. Providence;
Marie Poirer, Winchester and William
Connelly,
Winchester;
Helen
Ryan.
Springfield and Aram Jarett, Woonsocket;
Virginia Mulgrew, Providence and Eugene Trainor. Providence.
Marian Leonardo, Providence and E d ward Carlotti, Providence; Elise Delly.
Providence and Frederick Smore, Springfield: Peggy Linihan. Providence and
Leo Leddy. New Albany; Peggy Whalen,
Kingston and John Barnini. Pittsfield;
Jean Zane, Providence and George Wheeler, New Haven; Marion Wheat. Providence and William Grady. Newport; Mary
Dowley. Providence and John Cronin.
East Greenwich; Dorothy King, Providence and Leo Flynn. Providence; Harriet Hanley. Meriden and Joseph Zalenski. Meriden; Mary Flynn. Waterbury
and Edward Bradley. Waterbury: Helen
Smith. Providence and Vic Storey, Dracut. Katherine Cunningham. Woonsocket.
and Irving Wardle. Valley Falls: Lucllle
Tetreault. Pawtucket and John Gorman.
Pawtucket,

Bald professors at Wake Forest College have formed an organization to
campaign for a reduction in the prices
of their hair cuts.
Gonzaga University forensic students are broadcasting a weekly
roundtable program of undergraduate
opinion

NEWPORT C L U B TO H O L D
S O C I A L A F F A I R IN J U N E
At a meeting Thursday at 12:20 the
members of the Newport Club discussed plans for a dance to be held
in June. President Lawrence Shea, '39,
urged cuoperation by the members of
Ihe club. Jacob Belofsky, '39, was
appointed chairman of the dance committee with permission to choose his
aides.
Plans for the formation of a soft
ball team were discussed and a game
with the Fall River club will be
played Wednesday. May 17
Joseph Nicholson, '40, present vicepresident of the club was appointed
chairman for next year's meeting to
be held next September.

